Newsletter: April 2023

MIT IEEE/ACM is MIT’s student branch of the International Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the Association of Computing Machinery.

Our organization aims to create and support a close community between students and faculty within the EECS department.

Stay updated on all our events through this monthly newsletter!

---

**Recent Events**

**Backflip AI Tech Talk**

MIT students enjoyed a talk from Backflip AI, a seed-stage Generative AI startup backed by top investors such as Andreessen-
Dinner with Prof. Silvina Hanono Wachman!

A group of MIT students had dinner with Prof. Silvina Hanono Wachman and chat about academia, industry, career, MIT, and just about everything. Prof. Wachman has been a principal lecturer for the Computation Structures course since 2012.
MIT IEEE/ACM at CPW

MIT IEEE/ACM Exec welcomed the Class of 2027 with a Spill the Tea event that included scones as a break from running around during CPW! The newest class also enjoyed making fun toothbrush robots as well as checked out MIT IEEE/ACM at the Activities Midway.
MIT students enjoyed the MIT IEEE/ACM Spring Study Break where they got to DIY their own yogurt parfait to celebrate the spring as well as the drop date!
Beyond Course 6

MIT IEEE/ACM held a week to learn more about the wide range of opportunities that stem from a Course 6 degree and share some good food and discussions with the presenters. The four events covered UROPs and SuperUROPs, a Resume/Career Workshop Social, a discussion about MEngs/PhDs with CAPD, and CS Internships in the industry!
Upcoming Events

Keep an eye out for the faculty dinner with Katrina Lacurts on May 10, 5pm, the senior lecturer for EECS who helps students learn power of EECS! Her passion for teaching and expertise in the field make her a valuable resource for anyone looking to dive deep into the world of technology.